1. MAD® Ambush, Razor hook, rig rings and Heli-swivels are the main components for this rig.

2. Cut a piece of Ambush fluorocarbon at the length that you like best (chod rigs should be extremely short though).

3. Don’t tie a hair, but start with a knotless knot with a longer than usual piece of line where the hair normally is.

4. Hold the hook bend and the piece of line, while going through the eye of the hook with the other end of the line like shown.

5. Slide a small rig ring over the tag end.

6. Now put the end of the tag through the eye of the hook, forming a nice “D” shaped bend.

7. Melt the end of the “D” shaped hair with a lighter, so that a thick bubble is formed that prevents the line from shooting back through the eye.

8. Now tie the end of the rig to the Heli-Swivel and make sure to make the line wet before tightening.

9. Finish the knot neatly by forming a thick part again with a lighter.